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T H E  R E S U L T S

Despite the client’s scheduling challenges and 
unplanned issues, RTI was able to deliver on 
the  original projected timelines that 
allowed for an on-time startup 
while helping the client stay 
on budget.
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T H E  C H A L L E N G E

A Northwestern refinery contacted RTI to assist with 
an outage; however, many unforeseen challenges 
presented themselves after the work was awarded. The 
challenges included: unexpected plant issues outside of 
the refinery’s control that forced the feed out date of the 
unit to be moved up three days, inaccurate information 
regarding N2 needs, the unit pulling more N2 than was 
originally projected, and a cracked manway on one of 
the non-inert entry catalyst beds was found during 
the shutdown forcing these vessels to be moved up in 
priority over the inert entry work RTI was supporting. 

T H E  S O L U T I O N

On short notice, RTI mobilized to provide cooling and 
inert entry support. RTI effectively communicated the 
pending supply shortage and demand underestimation 
with the client; in turn, they were able to slow the 
temperate curve to match both operation’s needs and 
supply availability. RTI monitored usage closely to avoid 
running out of N2 in the middle of the night, which would 
have resulted in overtaxing the plant N2 header causing 
a plantwide issue. The new plan implemented also 
minimized staffing needs.

G A S  S E R V I C E S

Through a consultant-like approach, RTI’s Gas Services 
provides superior project design and management 
resulting in reduced N2 usage, tighter timelines, 
enhanced communication and lower overall costs.
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C O N T A C T

Clif Giles 
Director of Gas Services
cgiles@r-t-i.com | 817-475-4717

ON BUDGET 
THE CLIENT WAS WORRIED  
THE PLANT ISSUES WOULD  
DRIVE UP THE COST BUT RTI  
DELIVERED RESULTS ON BUDGET

EXPERIENCED  
TEAM 
RTI’S TEAM OF EXPERIENCED  
OPERATORS AND DEDICATED  
PROJECT MANAGEMENT PROVIDE  
UNPARALLELED RESULTS 

ON TIME
DESPITE CHALLENGES, RTI  
HELPED THE CLIENT STAY  
ON THE PLANNED TIMELINE
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